One of the major problems with Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) is the quality of the components used in a system. The reliability of a component-based software system depends on the reliability of the components that is made of. In CBSE, the proper search, selection and evaluation process of components is considered the cornerstone for the development of any effective component-based system. So far the software industry was concentrated on the functional aspects of components, leaving aside the difficult task of assessing their quality. In this way, we propose a software component quality framework to evaluate the quality of software components in an efficient way. Moreover, an experimental study was accomplished in order to evaluate the viability of the proposed framework.
Introduction
Reuse products, processes and others sources of knowledge will be the key to enable the software industry to achieve the dramatic improvement in productivity and quality that is required to satisfy anticipated growing demands [1, 2] . However, to fail in the adoption of reuse can cost precious time and resources, and may make management skeptical, not willing to try it again [3] . In other words, if a certain organization does not adopt software reuse before its competitors, it will probably be out of the market.
One technique that aims to promote reuse is Component-Based Software Development (CBSD). CBSD is being used in a wide variety of application areas and the correct operation of the components is often critical for business success and, in some cases, human safety. In this way, assessment and evaluation of software components have become a compulsory and crucial part of any CBSD lifecycle. A risk of selecting a product with unknown quality properties is no longer acceptable and, when happened, may cause catastrophic results [4] . The common belief is that the market components are not reliable and this prevents the emergence of a mature software component market [5] . Thus, the components market quality problems must be resolved in order to increase the reliability, and third-party quality assurance programs would help to acquire trust in the market components [6] .
There are a set of work on literature related to software component quality [7, 8, 9, 10] . However, there are a lack of consistent processes, methods, tools and techniques that can work together in order to provide a well-defined way to measure component quality. Some time those solutions are specific enough to measure some kind of quality attribute with a specific metric. On the other hand, a consistent solution is needed that provides a mechanism to measure component quality in comprehensive level.
In this way, this paper will present the component quality area background that supports us to propose the software component quality framework. After that, the definition, planning, operation, analysis and interpretation of the experimental study will be presented in order to evaluate the viability of the proposed framework.
Software Component Quality background
Existing literature is not that rich in reports related to practical software component certification experience, but some relevant research explore the theory of component certification in academic scenarios. The timeline can be "divided" into two ages: from 1993 to 2001, where the focus was mainly on mathematical and testbased models and, after 2001, where the focus was on techniques and models based in predicting quality requirements. More details about it can be seen in [11] .
Based on this survey, we can observe that the research in the component certification area follows two main directions based on: (i) Formalism: How to develop a formal way to predict component properties? (e.g. PECT model proposed by SEI [12] ) and How to build components with fully proved correctness properties? (e.g. Meyer's "high road" model [13] ); and (ii) Component Quality Model: How to establish a well-defined component quality model and what kinds of component properties can be certified? (e.g. Meyer's "low road" model [13] ). After this survey was published (in 2005), some important works were published, as showed next.
In 2005, Alvaro et al. [14] presented a Component Quality Model describing mainly the quality attributes and related metrics for the components evaluation. The model developed was based on ISO/IEC 9126 and a set of updates in the Characteristics and SubCharacteristics were provided in order to be used in a software component context. At least, some metrics were presented in order to provide means to measure the quality characteristic proposed in the model.
It is defines the characteristics and sub-characteristics of the component and proposes to add some more sub-characteristics to it, which may be relevant in the component context, using a weight assignment technique called Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP). The work have demonstrated the use of the technique in an experiment by taking a real-life example and evaluated the overall quality of the component.
At least, in 2008, Choi et al. [17] proposed an in-house Component Quality Model which includes metrics for component quality evaluation, tailoring guidelines for evaluations, and reporting formats of evaluations. The model proposed was based on ISO/IEC 9126 and Choi et al. have applied this Component Quality Model to embedded system development projects. The future works will try to automate some quality characteristics through a set of tools developed in Samsung -Korea labs. The model proposed in this work is specific to embedded system domain which means that the literature started to tailor some models to specific kind of domains.
By looking at the work covered in [11] and presented above, which represent the history and the current state-of-the-art in component quality evaluation, we may notice that this is a still immature area. Further research is needed in processes, methods, techniques, models, and tools in order to obtain well-defined standards to software component certification.
A Software Component Quality Framework
Based on the software component certification survey accomplished [18] , our objectives are to investigating effective ways to demonstrate that component quality evaluation is not only possible and practically viable, but also directly applicable in the software industry. And, through component quality, some benefits can be achieved, such as: higher quality levels, reduced maintenance time, return of investment, reduced time-to-market, among others. According to Weber & Nascimento [18] , the need for quality assurance in software development has exponentially increased in the past few years. On the other hand, the software component evaluation is a recent area that should be hardly investigated in order to provide the level of confidence required by component markets.
However, the process of assure components quality is not a simple one. First, there should exist a component quality model, where defines which quality attributes are essential for evaluate software component quality. Differently from other software product quality models, such as [19, 20, 21] , this model should consider Component-Based Development (CBD) characteristics, and describe attributes that are specific to the promotion of reuse. With a component quality model in hand, there must be a series of techniques that allow one to evaluate if a component conforms to the model. The correct usage of these techniques should follow a well-defined and controllable evaluation process. Finally, a set of metrics are needed, in order to track the components properties and the enactment of the evaluation process.
In this way, a Software Component Quality framework is being investigated, with the objective of acquiring quality in software components that will be stored in repository systems. Basically, the framework is composed of four modules ( Figure 1 ): (i) a Component Quality Model (CQM), with the purpose of determining which quality characteristics should be considered (defining the essential CBD characteristics) and which sub-characteristics are necessary; (ii) a Evaluation Techniques Framework, which defines a number of techniques (divided in five quality-levels I-V and the closer to the last level, the higher is the probability that the component is trusty) that will be applied to software components evaluation where was proposed the Software Component Evaluation Techniques Model (SCETM); (iii) a Evaluation Process, responsible for defining a group of techniques, metrics, models and tools to evaluate and certificate software components, aiming to establish a well-defined component evaluation standard; and (iv) a Metrics Framework, responsible for defining a set of metrics to track the components properties and the component evaluation process in a controlled way. The following section describes each module of the Component Quality framework in details.
A Software Component Quality Model (CQM)
One of the core goals of achieving quality in component is to acquire reliability on it and, in this way, increase the component market adoption. In general, the software component evaluation occurs through models that measure its quality. These models describe and organize the component quality characteristics that will be considered during the evaluation. So, to measure the quality of a software component it is necessary to develop a quality model. However, there is no consensus yet on how to define and categorize software component quality characteristics [22, 23, 24] . Thus, we tried to follow as much as possible a standard terminology, in particular the one defined by the SQuaRE project [25] which has been created specifically to make two standards converge, trying to eliminate the gaps, conflicts, and ambiguities that they present. These two standards are the (i) ISO/IEC 9126 [19] , which defines a quality model for software product, and (ii) ISO/IEC 14598 [26] , which defines a software product evaluation process, based on the ISO/IEC 9126.
The SQuaRE project contains a generic software quality model that can be applied to any software product by tailoring it to a specific purpose. The main drawback of the existing international standards is that they provide very general quality models and guidelines, and are very difficult to apply to specific domains such as Component-Off-The-Self (COTS) and Component-Based Development.
After analyzing a set of models [22, 23, 24, 27, 28] and the SQuaRE project, a Component Quality Model (CQM) was proposed [29] . The model contains marketing characteristics and some relevant component information which is not supported in other component quality models. This decision and more information about this model can be seen in [14] . The proposed CQM is composed of seven characteristics ( Once the characteristics and sub-characteristics are defined, there must be a way to determine whether a component fulfills them or not. This is achieved through the use of attributes and metrics.
Normally, a quality model consists of four elements: (i) characteristics, (ii) sub-characteristics, (iii) attributes and (iv) metrics (Figure 2) . A quality characteristic is a set of properties of a software product through which its quality can be described and evaluated. A characteristic may be refined into multiple levels of subcharacteristic [25] .
Figure 2. Relations among the quality model elements.
An attribute is a measurable physical or abstract property of an entity. A metric defines the measurement method and the measurement scale. The measurement process consists in assigning a number or category to an attribute, according to the type of metric that is associated to that attribute [25] . The quality attributes that are observable during life cycle are summarized in Table 3 . These attributes could be measured during the development of the component or the component-based system, by collecting relevant information for the model. The table also presents the metrics and the kind of metric that is used to measure each attribute. The Additional Information provides relevant component information to the model. The main concern is that these characteristics are the basic information to whatever kind of components available in the market.
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An Evaluation Techniques Framework
After the component quality model is defined, it is necessary to establish evaluation techniques that will be used to evaluate each component quality characteristic and its attributes. The thoroughness of an evaluation is a reflex of the evaluation techniques used. Different evaluation levels must be used in order to provide specialized service for each kind of software components distributed on different domains and risk-levels, providing confidence in the quality of a software component in these domains. In this way, a Software Component Evaluation Techniques Model (SCETM) is proposed.
The model is constituted of evaluation levels where the quality of the components can be assure. There are five levels (they constitute a hierarchy), which identify the depth of the evaluation: evaluation at different levels gives different degrees of confidence in the quality of the software component and the component could increase its level of reliability and quality as it evolves. Thus, each company/customer decides which level is better for evaluating its components, analyzing the cost/benefits of each level. The closer to the last level, the higher is the probability that the component is trustable, contains a consistent documentation and can be easily reused.
Thus, there are five levels which form an increasing set of evaluation requirements, where SCETM 1 is the lowest level and SCETM 5 is the highest level. The evaluation level defines the depth or thoroughness of the evaluation. Therefore evaluation at different levels gives different degrees of confidence in the quality of the software component.
For instance, the level SCETM 5 contains more rigorous evaluation techniques (requiring a high amount of time and effort to execute the evaluation) which are applied to give more confidence to the software component. On the other hand, as decrease the SCETM levels, the techniques used are less rigorous and, conse-quently, less effort is applied during the evaluation.
There are two different ways to decide about the evaluation: (i) the component can be evaluated executing all techniques from one specific level (e.g. component evaluation using level SCETM 2) and; (ii) the evaluation levels can be chosen independently for each characteristic (i.e. for functionality the component can be evaluated using the techniques from level SCETM 1; for reliability those techniques from level SCETM 3; for usability those techniques from level SCETM 4 and so on). The idea is to provide more flexibility during the selection levels too, in order to facilitate the model usage and accessibility. Table 5 gives some indication as to which level a given software component should be evaluated. Each vertical column of Table 5 represents different layers that the software component should be considered when evaluating its potential damage and related risks. The level of damage in each layer is the first guideline used to decide which SCETM level is more interesting for the organization; the important aspects are those related to environment, to safety/security and to economy. However, these are mere guidelines, and should not be considered as a rigid classification scheme. Those few guidelines were based on [25, 30, 31] and extended to the component context.
Still on, a set of appropriate evaluation techniques were defined. Relevant work from literature that propose evaluation techniques for software product were analyzed [25, 30, 31, 32] and the experience of one software quality specialist at Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil and a set of software quality/system engineers from a Brazilian Innovation Institute helped during this definition. Afterwards, the feedback of relevant researchers on CBD from Mälardalen University 1 (Department of Computer and Electrical Engineering) from Sweden and a specialist from ABB Company 2 was very important to the model evolution.
Level
Environment Safety/Security Economic SCETM Table 6 . Additionally, in order to understand the meaning of each level, next some description is presented:
• SCETM 1: the first level intends to investigate if the component does what is described in its documentation, its reusability level, the effort to use and maintain the component and its correct execution in defined environments. The aim of this level is the compatibility between the documentation and the component's functionalities. For that, some kind of analysis in documentation, environment and in the component should be done in order to guarantee that it is correctly defined, implemented and described;
• For that a set of inspections should be done in order to evaluate if the component can be deployed correctly in the environments specified in its documentation and, consecutively, it can be corrected used/instantiated;
• SCETM 3: the main interests of this level are to evaluate how the component can avoid faults and errors, analyzing the provided and required interfaces looking for correct design and to evaluate a set of programming rules. The aim of this level is to analyze if the component can avoid or tolerate faults and errors during its execution. For that a set of analysis should be done and several rules must be checked in order to guarantee that the component, if happened some fault/errors, can administrate theses faults/errors through some kind of implementation or some kind of available techniques, among others;
• SCETM 4: in this level, the source-code of the component is needed in order to inspect it more precisely. The code is inspected and tested, the provided and required interfaces are revisited and the algorithm complexity is examined in order to prove its performance too. An interesting aspect of this level is the analysis of the Component-Based Development (CBD) process, looking for possibilities of improving the CBD process adopted. The aim of this level is to assure the component's performance. For that some low techniques should be applied in order to try to found any unnecessary complexity in the component implementation looking for achieve the maximum quality, performance and reliability; and
• SCETM 5: the last level is considered the formal proof of the component's functionalities and reliability. The architecture and the traceability are also examined in this level.
Here, the idea is to achieve the highest level of trust that is possible. As a result, the techniques in this level tend to be the most costly and time consuming. Hence, the ROI (Return on Investment) analysis on this level is very important. The aim of this level is increase the trust in the component as much as possible. For that it is necessary guarantee that the formalism presented on the component is corrected and should be proved through a set of verification accomplished in the specification.
A Component Evaluation Process
After defining a component quality model (CQM) and a set of evaluation techniques distributed in levels (SCETM), it is important to establishe a well-defined evaluation process in order to guide the evaluator during the evaluation activities.
We believe that consistent and good evaluation results can only be achieved by following a high quality and consistent evaluation process. This does not mean that each evaluation activity requires a highly complex, exquisitely documented process (although sometimes they do), but if does not follows some kinds of consistent process, it is likely that the quality the results will vary.
The component evaluation process proposed is based on ISO/IEC 14598 [26] which provides guidance and requirements for the software product evaluation. The idea is to follow as much as possible this standard to develop a new one for software component quality evaluation.
In this context, our research group has working on a software component process in order to establish its activities and the workflow of the process (Figure 3 ), which is presented using SADT notation [33] . 
Establish Evaluation Requirements
This activity includes specifying the purpose and scope of the evaluation, and specifying evaluation requirements. The Evaluation Requirements Specification should identify the quality characteristics (using the CQM) but also other aspects such as users and their goals, the component's constraints and the component relationships with the software application (at least two applications). Still on, it is necessary to define the evaluation team, where the importance of an effective evaluation team should not be underestimated, since without an effective team, an evaluation cannot succeed.
The inputs of this activity are the Component Requirements Document, the Component Documentation available and the CQM. Based on these inputs, the evaluation team together with the evaluation customer will determine the scope and the objectives of the evaluation and generate the Evaluation Requirements Specification.
The following tasks must be considered during the execution of this activity:
• Form an Evaluation Team: First, it is necessary to define an evaluation team which should include people with diverse skills, such as: technical experts, domain experts, business analyst, contract personnel, end-users, among others. The other skills necessary will depend of the evaluation scope and objectives, and can include security professionals, maintenance staff, etc.;
• Objectives and Scope Definitions: The evaluation tem defines the objectives, the scope and the related risk-levels of the component domain in conjunction with the evaluation customer;
• General Description: The evaluation team should describe the component requirements and the domain of the component in order to understand, in a general way, the whole functionalities of the component and the target domain;
• System Analysis: The evaluation team should analyze the software system (at least two systems that use the software component in evaluation) in order to define the impact of the software component in these(s) system(s), which requirements and functionalities have impact, the architecture constraints, programming language constraints, environment constraints, etc. On the other hand, if the component will be evaluated independent of a software system, the evaluation team should define, as precise and detailed as they can, the environment that the component will be evaluate;
• Quality Characteristics: Based on the CQM, the evaluation team must define the quality characteristics and the subcharacteristics that will be used to evaluate software components. After that, the evaluation team should discuss the selected quality characteristics with customer in order to achieve an agreement between the both sides;
• Required Documentation: Based on the quality characteristics selected, the evaluation team should define which documentation, assets and information is necessary to continue the evaluation. The evaluation customer should access this information and provide the information required;
• External Quality Characteristics: Besides the quality characteristics presented on the CQM, it is possible that exist quality characteristics that are not covered in that model. In this case, the evaluation team should reference the literature in order to clarify the definition of the new quality characteristic. Still on, the evaluation team should define how this "new" quality characteristic will be evaluated through techniques available on literature or represented in the Evaluation Techniques framework;
• Evaluation Requirements Specification: The last step of this activity is elaborates a document with all information collected during the Establish Evaluation Requirements activity.
Specify the Evaluation
This activity includes defining the evaluation level, through the Guidelines for Selecting Evaluation Level, the definition of the evaluation techniques used to evaluate each level defined later, through the Evaluation Techniques Framework and selecting the metrics that will be used to collect information about all steps of the evaluation process, through the Metrics Framework, The goal here is detailed as much as possible the specification level in order to assure the reproducibility and repeatability of the evaluation. The idea is assure that other people which do not participate of the evaluation can understand and execute this evaluation again.
The evaluation team should define metrics to track the properties of the SCETM level defined, the techniques adopted as well as the whole evaluation process. An important aspect here is considered the complexity to obtain the data of each metric required and if the selected metric can represent completely the information required by evaluation team.
The inputs of this activity are the Evaluation Requirements Specification, the CQM, the Evaluation Techniques framework and Metrics Framework. Based on this inputs, the evaluation team, will develop the Evaluation Requirements Specification.
• Quality Attributes: Based on the characteristics and subcharacteristics defined on the previous activity, the evaluation team needs to define the quality attributes of each subcharacteristics. The CQM helps them in this step too, because it contain a set of quality attributes for each subcharacteristic;
• SCMM level: Based on the quality attributes choose, the evaluation team will define the SCMM level that the software component should attend, using the Guidelines for Selecting Evaluation Level (Table 2) as basis for this decision. After that, the evaluation team has two ways to follow: (i) they can define one vertical level (e.g. SCETM II level) or, (ii) if necessary, they can select a mix of levels, where each characteristic will be evaluated in a certain SCETM level (e.g. functionality will be evaluate on SCETM I level and reliability will be evaluated on SCETM III level));
• Evaluation Techniques: The SCETM level chooses on last step contains a set of evaluation techniques for each characteristic. The evaluation team must analysis such ones techniques and decides if those techniques are useful to evaluate the target software component or if it is necessary define other techniques or methods for each level. The idea is to define the best technique for each kind of evaluation. All of those techniques presented in SCETM are just recommended techniques as fast kick start to the selection process;
• Metrics Definition: The evaluation team will define metrics to track the properties of the SCETM level defined, the techniques adopted as well as the whole evaluation process. Through the Metrics Framework (described in next section) the evaluation team will define: i. the metrics necessary for each SCETM level, which is necessary at least one metric for each quality attribute defined later; ii. the metrics to evaluate the efficiency of the evaluation techniques adopted for evaluate the SCETM level; and iii. the metrics to measure the efficiency of the evaluate process;
An important task to do during the metrics collection is to store the results in a data base in order to provide insights for the next evaluations;
• Establishes grades level for Metrics: For each metrics defined later, the evaluator team should considered a punctuation level for facilitate its analysis, for example, for certain quality attribute if a metrics achieve between 40% and 80% could be considered acceptable, higher than 80% is the best evaluation level for this metric and less than 40% the component should be improve to improve its quality;
• External Dependencies: The evaluation team must analyze if the component has dependencies with other components, modules, systems, etc. Thus, all dependencies should be described in this step in order to comprehend the behavior of the software components exactly (dependence level, cohesion, coupling, etc);
• Compatibility Level: This step is responsible to verify if all evaluation technique X selected metrics are adequate to provide data and insights to the evaluation team measure correctly the quality attributes define later in order to attend the objectives of the evaluation;
• Specification of the Evaluation: The last step of this activity is elaborating a document with all information collected during the Specify the Evaluation activity.
Design the Evaluation
This activity needs to consider access to product documentation, development tools and personnel, evaluation costs and expertise required, the evaluation schedule, the description of the evaluation environment as detailed as possible, and reporting methods and evaluation tools. The output of this step is the Evaluation Plan, which contain detailed and complete information about the evaluation process.
The input of this activity is the Specification of the Evaluation.
Based on this inputs, the evaluation team, using a set of tools to support this activity, will develop the Evaluation Plan.
• Evaluation Technique, Method or Process Documentation: Each technique, method or process defined in later activities should be documented in order to the stakeholders understand the technique, method or process usage, the tasks that should be accomplished and the steps necessary to execute it;
• Selection (or Development) of Tools: The evaluation team should define the tools for support the execution of the techniques selected previously and to measures the component quality. If necessary, it is possible to develop a specific tool that represents a certain technique in order to measure its related quality attribute(s). Still on, the evaluation team defined if it is necessary any tool to collect the metrics defined in later activity;
• Evaluation Schedule: The evaluation team should develop the evaluation schedule, with activities and tasks for each stakeholder and the time to execute each task. An important aspect here is to define which stakeholder is responsible for each task, thus, the each step of the next activity will be execute for the specified stakeholder. A project management tool could be useful in this step;
• Evaluation Cost: Based on the stakeholder involved and time to execute the evaluation, the evaluation team could define, in high-level, the evaluation costs in order to the customer knows its investment; and
• Evaluation Plan: The output of this activity if the Evaluation Plan, which contain all steps to evaluate the component together with a schedule of each task.
Execute the Evaluation
This activity includes execution of the evaluation techniques and analysis of the evaluation results. The conclusions should state whether the software component is appropriate for use in the intended environment describe in later activities.
The input of this activity is the Evaluation Plan. Based on this inputs, the evaluation team, using a set of tools to support this activity, will develop the Evaluation Report.
• Configure the environment: The stakeholder responsible for this activity will configure all environment in order to start the evaluation of the component;
• Evaluation Execution: Based on the Evaluation Plan, the stakeholder responsible for this activity will execute the techniques, methods, process and tools defined and use the metrics adopted to collect information of the whole evaluation process;
• Data Analysis: After finishing the execution, the evaluation team will take all data to analyze and develop a complete report about the evaluation. If possible, it is interesting to compare this evaluation with other ones similarities stored in data base. After that, this report will be stored in a data base for aid in next evaluations;
• Evaluation Report: The final result is an Evaluation Report that describes all quality attributes choose, all techniques defined, the methods, process and tools used, the metrics define for this evaluation and the data collected in the last step. If possible, the evaluation team can describes a set of suggestions in order to improve the quality of the component.
As shown in Figure 4 , the evaluation team is the main responsible for execute this process and should be carefully defined in order to assure that the evaluation will be efficiently developed.
Still on, this process has been evaluated in two industrial Brazilian projects in order to mature and update with important feedback from the industry. The main goal of this feedback is acquire trust of the Brazilian software factories in order to this evaluation process becomes useful to the industry.
A Metrics Framework
As with any engineering discipline, component evaluation requires a measurement mechanism for feedback and evaluation. Measurement is a mechanism for creating a corporate memory and a way to answer a variety of questions associated with the enactment of any software process. Measurement is important to provide data to track the efficiency and efficacy of the process analyzed.
There are a variety of mechanisms for defining measurable goals that have appeared in the literature: the Quality Function Deployment approach [34] , the Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach [35] , and the Software Quality Metrics approach [21, 36] . However, in this work, we will adopt the Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach which is the same paradigm adopted in ISO/IEC 25000 to track the software product proprieties and because our work try to follow, as much as possible, the ISO/IEC 25000 standard but extending to the component context.
Thus, this module is responsible for defining a set of metrics to track the properties of the components in a controlled fashion. These metrics will help in measuring the component properties (through the characteristics described into Section 3.1), the efficient level of the evaluation techniques used to evaluate the component characteristics (such one related on Section 3.2) and the reliability of the software component evaluation process (presented on Section 3.3).
Next, we will present examples of using the metrics for these three modules cited previously, because the definition of the metrics using the GQM approach is desirable that the evaluation team analyze the component evaluation context, plan the evaluation and develop such one metrics. The whole example of metrics for each module will be described in future paper in order to guide the evaluation team in new metrics proposals.
• CQM Metrics: During the CQM proposal, we defined a set of quality attributes and metrics [14] to measure the component quality and, after that, we developed a preliminary evaluation with these metrics [15] . However, those metrics were defined without using GQM approach. Table 7 • SCETM Metrics: The SCETM model described in Section 3.2 presented a set of techniques to measure the quality attributes described in the CQM model. Now, the idea is the evaluation team to define a set of metrics to evaluate the technique used to measure that quality attribute and, thus, evaluate if the selected technique is efficiency to measure this quality attribute. Table 8 presents a metric to evaluate if the efficiency technique proposed in SCETM II level is efficient.
Efficiency -SCMM II level technique Goal
Evaluates the percentage of the time taken between a set of invocations Question
What is the time taken since a request is received until a response has been sent? Metric ∑ (Amount of Invocations by functionality / acceptable response time) / amount of functionalities Interpretation 0 <= x <= 1; which closer to 1 is better. Table 8 . Efficiency SCMM II level measures.
• Evaluation Process Metrics: It is important consider a set of measure to evaluate the evaluation process in order to improve and calibrate each step of the process. It is useful metrics that represent relevant information to the evaluation team to analyze the efficiency of the process. Table 9 presents a metric to evaluate the evaluation consistency.
Evaluation consistency Goal
Adequately evaluate the software component.
Question
Have the evaluation team could evaluate everything they planned to execute using the documents developed during the process activities? Metric Total component functionalities / total measurement accomplished Interpretation 0 <= x <= 1; which closer to 1 is better. Table 9 . Evaluation consistency measure.
An Experimental Study
According to Wohlin et al. [37] , the experimental process can be divided into the following main activities: the definition is the first step, where the experiment is defined in terms of problem, objective and goals. The planning comes next, where the design of the experiment is determined, the instrumentation is considered and the threats to the experiment are evaluated. The operation of the experiment follows from the design. In the operational phase, measurements are collected, analyzed and evaluated in the analysis and interpretation, providing some conclusions to the experiment.
The plan of the experimental study to be discussed follows the model proposed in [37] and the organization adopted in [38] , as presented next. The definition and planning activities will be described in future tense, showing the logic sequence between the planning and operation.
Definition of the Experimental Study
According to the Goal Question Metric Paradigm (GQM) [39] , the main objective of this study is to:
Analyze the capacity to evaluate the quality of software components for the purpose of evaluating the software component quality framework with respect to the feasibility of the framework from the point of view of the researchers and software engineers in the context of the software component quality area.
Planning of the Experimental Study
Context. The objective of the study is to evaluate the feasibility of the Software Component Quality Framework proposed based on a set of software components developed during a domain engineering project accomplished in a university laboratory. The requirements of the project were defined by the experimental staff based on real-world projects. During the domain engineering project the subjects start to apply and collect useful data to evaluate the software components quality at the end of the project. The study will be conducted as single object of study which is characterized as being a study which examines an object on a single team and a single project [39] .
Training. The training of the subjects using the process will be conducted in a classroom at the university. The training will be divided in two steps: in the first one, concepts related to software reuse, component-based development, variability, domain engineering, software product lines, asset repository, software reuse metrics, software reuse processes, software component quality, software component evaluation, testing and inspection will be explained during eleven lectures with two hours each. Next, the domain engineering process and software component quality framework will be discussed during four lectures (two for each). During the training, the subjects can interrupt to ask issues related to lectures. Moreover, the training will be composed of a set of slides and recommended readings.
Pilot Project. Before performing the study, a pilot project will be conducted with the same structure defined in this planning. The pilot project will be performed by a single subject, which is the author of the proposed framework. For the project, the subjects will use the same material described in this planning (which is developed by the author of the framework during the pilot project), and will be observed by the responsible researcher. In this way, the pilot project will be a study based on observation, aiming to detect problems and improve the planned material before its use.
Selection of Subjects.
All the students that registered on the posgraduation course at Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil, were selected (twelve students). In this way, the subjects were selected by convenience sampling [37] representing a non-random subset from the universe of students from Software Engineering. In convenience sampling, the nearest and most convenient people are selected as subjects.
Subjects. From twelve students, five of them with more experience in software quality are selected to act in this experiment. Thus, the subjects of the study, according to its skills and technical knowledge, will acts as evaluation leader, architecture/environment specialist and programming language specialist.
Instrumentation. All the subjects will receive a questionnaire that captures the stakeholder's education/experience and his/her feedback about the framework usage, besides the subjects received some papers [14, 15, 40, 41] which contain the software component quality framework steps. At the end of the experimentation, the intention is to provide another questionnaire for the evaluation of the subjects' satisfaction using the framework.
Criteria. The quality focus of the study demands criteria that evaluate the real feasibility of the framework in measuring software components quality and the difficulty of the framework usage. This criteria will be evaluated quantitatively ((i) coverage of the CQM; (ii) coverage of the SCETM; and (iii) subjects difficulty to use the framework).
Hypothesis. An important aspect in an experimental study is to know and to formally state what is going to be evaluated in the experimental study. A set of hypotheses was selected, as described next.
-Null hypotheses, H 0 : these are the hypotheses that the experimenter wants to reject strongly. In this study, the null hypotheses determine that the framework is not efficient to measure the software component quality and it is very difficult to use. According to the selected criteria, the following hypotheses can be defined: The CQM proposed must contain the major quality attributes necessary to whatever kind of software component evaluation. In this sense, null hypothesis H 0' states that the coverage of the component quality attributes proposed in the CQM X the quality attributes used during the component evaluation is less than 85%. It may exists some components in specific kind of domains that need new quality attribute(s) in order to measure specific characteristic of the component.
After that, following the component evaluation process, the evaluation team should define the techniques that will be used to evaluate each quality attribute proposed previously. In this way, the null hypothesis H 0'' states that the coverage of the evaluation techniques proposed on the SCETM for the quality attributes defined on the component evaluation is less than 85%.
At least, the component evaluation framework is consisted of four modules and there is a set of steps to follow in order to accomplish the component evaluation. In this way, the null hypothesis H 0''' states that the subjects that have difficult to understand, follow, and use the whole software component quality framework is more than 20%.
The values of these hypotheses (85%, 85% and 20%, receptivity) were achieved through the feedback of some researchers of RiSE group and, software and quality engineers of a large Brazilian software factory. Thus, these values constitute the first step towards well-defined indices which the framework must achieve in order to indicate its viability.
-Alternative hypotheses: these are the hypotheses in favor of that which the null hypotheses reject. The experimental study aims to prove the alternative hypotheses by contradicting the null hypotheses. According to the selected criteria, the following hypotheses can be defined: Independent Variables. The independent variables are the education and the experience of the subjects, which will be collected through the questionnaire and the proposed framework. This information can be used in the analysis for the formation of blocks.
Dependent Variable. The dependent variables are the quality of the CQM and SCETM developed and the usability of the framework proposed to assure the component quality. The quality of the CQM and SCETM will be measured through its completeness. And the quality of the framework will be measured through the capacity of the "users" understand, use and execute in a correctly way all the steps of the framework.
Qualitative Analysis. The qualitative analysis aims to evaluate the difficulty of the application of the proposed framework and the quality of the material used in the study. This analysis will be performed through a questionnaire. This questionnaire is very important because it will allow evaluating the difficulties that the subjects have with the proposed models and, consecutively, with the whole framework, evaluating the provided material and the training material, and improving these documents in order to replicate the experiment in a near future. Moreover, this evaluation is important because it can be verified if the material is influencing the results of the study.
Randomization. This technique can be used in the selection of the subjects. Ideally, the subjects must be selected randomly from a set of candidates. However, as cited in the Selection of Subjects section, the subjects were selected by convenience sampling.
Blocking. Sometimes, there is a factor that probably has an effect on the response, but the experimenter is not interested in that effect. If the effect on the factor is known and controllable, is possible to use a design technique called blocking. Blocking is used to systematically eliminate the undesired effect in the comparison among the treatments. In this study, it was not identified the necessity of dividing the subjects into blocks, since the study will evaluate just three factors, which are the completeness of CQM and SCETM, and the framework usage.
Balancing. In some experiments, balancing is desirable because it both simplifies and strengthens the statistical analysis of the data. However, in this study it is not necessary to divide the subjects, since there is only one group.
Internal Validity. The internal validity of the study is defined as the capacity of a new study to repeat the behavior of the current study, with the same subjects' expertise and objects with which it was executed [37] . The internal validity of the study is dependent of the number of subjects. This study is supposed to have at least between two to five subjects to guarantee a good internal validity.
External Validity. The external validity of the study measures its capability to be affected by the generalization, i.e., the capability to repeat the same study in other research groups [37] . In this study, a possible problem related to the external validity is: (i) the subjects' motivation, since some subjects can perform the study without responsibility or without a real interest in performing the project with a good quality as it could happen in an industrial project; and (ii) the subjects' experience, once the background and experience in software area (including software development, tests and quality area) could be lower than the expected in this experiment. The external validity of the study is considered sufficient, since it aims to evaluate the viability of the application of the software component quality framework. Since the viability is shown, new studies can be planned in order to refine and improve the process.
Construct Validity. The validation of the construction of the study refers to the relation between the theory that is to be proved and the instruments and subjects of the study [37] . In this study, a relative well-know project will be used (i.e. the experimenter have about four years of experience in this kind of project). Thus, this choice avoids previous experience of making a wrong interpretation of the impact of the proposed framework.
Validity of the Conclusion of the Study. The validation of the conclusion of the study measures the relation between the treatment and the result, and determines the capability of the study to generate conclusions [37] . This conclusion will be drawn by the use of descriptive statistic.
The project used in the Experimental Study
The project used in the experimental study was to perform the domain engineering of a set of tools developed by RiSE group during the last four years. The idea is use the RiSE Domain Engineering process (RiDE) [42] to execute the domain analysis, domain project and domain implementation in order to analyze the communalities and variability between the tools that RiSE are developing, and guiding also the development of further tools. Moreover, during the usage of the RiDE process, the subjects will define the stakeholders responsible to execute the component evaluation quality and will evaluate the software components produced by RiDE process using the Software Component Quality Framework proposed in this work.
At the end of the project, the subjects will perform the domain engineering of those tools and evaluate the quality of the software components produced, which is the focus of this experiment.
The Instrumentation
Instrumentation. Before the experiment can be executed, all experiment instruments must be ready. It includes the experiment objects, guidelines, forms and tools. In this study, the questionnaires in conjunction with the papers about the process were used. The questionnaires presented the subjects' names in order to check additional information or misunderstanding. However, the subjects were notified for the information confidentially.
The Operation
Experimental Environment. The experimental study was conducted during part of a M.Sc. and Ph.D. Course in Software Reuse, during January -June 2008, at Federal University of Pernambuco. The experiment was composed of three subjects and all the evaluation activity was developed in 135 hours and 48 minutes ( Figure 4 shows the time spent in each activity of the evaluation process). The evaluation activity was developed using five components (described next) generated from the usage of the RiDE process with the idea of develop a simple asset search/retrieval tool.
• Persistence Manager: It works persisting data objects, including the assets content and its meta-information. It abstracts for the consumer of its interfaces where and how the data are stored.
• Artifact Manager: In the reference architecture, a reusable software unit is represented by a generic element called asset whose model includes two parts: the asset contents (set of reusable artifacts) and the asset meta-data (asset description). Since the asset insertion operation includes storage of asset contents (artifacts) it is necessary to implement a component that manages such artifacts.
• Asset Catalog: Asset producers need to make their assets available for consumption and then reuse tools should allow asset insertion operation. The insertion operation means storing the asset contents (artifacts) and the asset meta-data which include information about the asset's classification that is useful to organize an asset catalogue.
• Indexer: Since large sets of assets are unsuitable for direct manipulation in a reasonable time, specialized data structures should be created for representing such assets' data, thus allowing a faster access to their information. In this sense it is necessary to implement a mechanism in order to generate such structured data. The most common data structure used for this purpose is known as index. Thus, the Indexer component is responsible for analyzing the available assets and generating an index to be used by the Searcher component.
• Asset Searcher: Any reuse tool that works with a large number of assets must provide search mechanisms that allow users to find assets that meet their needs. Thus, the Asset Searcher component is responsible for searching assets stored in the tool.
Training. The subjects who used the proposed process were trained before the study began. The training took 8 hours, divided into 4 lectures with two hours each, during the course. After that, the students spent more 35 hours and 13 minutes studying the component evaluation process and related papers (Figure 4 ). Subjects. The subjects were 5 M.Sc. students from Federal University of Pernambuco. All the subjects had industrial experience in software development (more than three years) and quality (one has more than four years and other two subjects have at least one year). Both subjects had participated in industrial projects involving some kind of software quality activity. One subject had training in some issues related to software quality and metrics, such as CMMI, MPS.br, ISO 9001:2000, GQM and Balanced Score Card; and four subjects are specialist of Java programming language and in the Eclipse IDE (i.e. the same language and environment selected to develop the components). Table 10 shows a summary of the subjects' profile.
Costs. Since the subjects of the experimental study were students from the Federal University of Pernambuco, and the environment for execution was the university's labs and subject's houses (distributed development), the cost for the study was basically for planning and operation. 
The Analysis and Interpretation
Quantitative Analysis. The quantitative analysis was divided in two analyses: coverage of the component quality attributes and coverage of the evaluation techniques proposed. The analyses were performed using descriptive statistics.
• Coverage of the component quality attributes. All components were evaluated based on the following levels: Persistence Manager in SCETM I, Asset Searcher in SCETM II, Asset Catalog in SCETM II, Indexer in SCETM II and Artifact Manager in SCETM I. The components evaluated at SCETM I used the characteristics, sub-characteristics and quality attributes presented on The sub-characteristics presented above contain 9 possible quality attributes to be evaluated in a component (more details about the CQM could be seen at 11). From all of them, the evaluation team selected 8 quality attributes to evaluate the components quality using the SCETM I. Thus, 88,88% of the quality attributes was selected from all of the possible and , in this way, the Ho' was rejected. It means that the quality attributes selected for compose the SCETM I indicates the firsts indexes about quality which should be evaluate in components.
On the other hand, the components evaluated at SCETM II used the characteristics, sub-characteristics and quality attributes presented on Table 12 .
Table 12. Quality Attributes selected for SCETM II.
The sub-characteristics presented above contain 10 possible quality attributes to be evaluated in a component (more details about the CQM could be seen at 11). From all of them, the evaluation team selected 8 quality attributes to evaluate the components quality using the SCETM II. Thus, 80% of the quality attributes was selected from all of the possible and, in this way, the Ho' was not rejected.
This may be due because the other two quality attributes that was not selected (Failure Removal and Backward Compatibility) were not presented in these components, i.e. the components did not implement any kind of mechanism to remove failures occurred during its execution, and the components do not contain more than one version. For this reason, the evaluation team decided not considers these quality attributes to evaluate these components quality using SCETM II.
• Coverage of the evaluation techniques. After define the quality attributes, the evaluation team must define which evaluation techniques will be used to measure each quality attribute proposed earlier. Table 13 show the evaluation techniques defined to the components evaluated using SCETM I.
The quality attributes presented above contain 11 possible evaluation techniques that should be used to measure the component quality (more details about the CQM could be seen at 11). From all of them, the evaluation team selected 10 evaluation techniques to evaluate the components quality using SCETM I. Thus, 90,90% of the evaluation techniques was selected and, in this way, the Ho'' was rejected.
As happen with the Ho' for SCETM I, the Ho'' is also rejected once the evaluation techniques selected are the basic techniques for evaluate the quality attribute selected previously (see Table 2 ). After selected the quality attributes and the evaluation techniques for SCETM I, the evaluation team should define the GQM, the punctuation level and the tools to be used for each quality attributed in order to execute the evaluation. All data generated during the process are collected in order to be analyzed by the evaluation team. In this way, the evaluation team measured the Persistence Manager and Artifact Manager quality using the definitions of the SCETM I, and the quality achieved of those components are presented on Figure 5 . The results presented could be interpreted as: 0% <= x <= 100%; closer to 100% being better.
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The result obtained on Figure 5 may be due because the Data Persistence component is a basic component implemented for whatever system that require database access. So, the team that develops this component has some experience in this kind of code, improving thus the quality level of the code implemented. On the other hand, Table 14 show the evaluation techniques defined to the components evaluated using SCETM II. The quality attributes presented above contain 16 possible evaluation techniques that should be used to measure the component quality (more details about the CQM could be seen at 11). From all of them, the evaluation team selected 9 evaluation techniques to evaluate the components quality using SCETM II. Thus, 56,25% of the evaluation techniques was selected and, in this way, the Ho'' was not rejected.
This may be due because the quality attributes presented contains a set of evaluation techniques which should be used in different SCETM levels instead of the SCETM II, i.e. some of them are not recommended to use in the SCETM II, for example, Fault tolerance analysis, Reliability growth model, Formal Proof, among others are recommended to use in SCETM III, IV and V levels.
Once selected the quality attributes and the evaluation techniques for SCETM II, the evaluation team defined the GQM, the punctuation level and the tools for each quality attributed in order to execute the evaluation. All data generated during the process are collected in order to be analyzed by the team.
In this way, the evaluation team measured the Asset Searcher, Asset Catalog and Indexer quality using the definitions of the SCETM II, and the quality achieved of those components are presented on Figure 6 . The results presented could be interpreted as: 0% <= x <= 100%; closer to 100% being better. As presented on Table 12 , both components achieved a similar quality level. This may be due because all subjects that participating of the study (besides the five that participate only from this study presented here) watching all training about the software component quality framework before start the RiDE process usage, i.e. before start the software development. Thus, they may gain knowledge of what is required by the framework in the first levels and looking for implement the code based on the insights about quality provided by the framework. However, this fact could be considered as best-practice to develop components in order to the developers know what is required for achieve a quality level and implement according to this definitions.
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Besides measure some aspects of the component evaluation process, it is intended to evaluate the difficulties found during the process usage, as presented next.
• Difficulties in the Component Evaluation Process: At the end of the study, the subjects answer a questionnaire presented on Appendix C which relates the main difficulties found during the process usage, as show next.
o Difficulties in the Establish Evaluation Requirement activity. Analyzing the subjects' answers for the difficulties in establish evaluation requirement activity, all subjects related that have some difficulties in the step "Define the goals/scope of the evaluation". In general, the definition of goals and scope of some kinds of software development like Software Product Line [43, 44] , among others, is a challenge for itself.
In this way, in order to decrease this difficulty during the component evaluation process usage it is interesting store in a knowledge base the past decisions about the goals/scope of the evaluation already executed. Thus, the evaluation team may analyze the past experience to help them during these activities and looking for improve its definitions according to the similarity or relevance of previous goals/scope definition.
o Difficulties in the Specify the Evaluation activity. Analyzing the subjects' answers for the difficulties in specify the evaluation activity, two subjects related that have some difficulties in which characteristics, subcharacteristics and quality attributes should be selected. This may reflect the software quality education degree of the subjects which can impact the ability to use the evaluation component process. In other words, the subject that have more experience in software quality doesn´t relate any difficult to understand the characteristics, subcharacteristics and quality attributes in order to select them during the process.
o Difficulties in the Design the Evaluation activity. Analyzing the subjects' answers for the difficulties in design the evaluation activity, all subjects related that have some difficulties in define which evaluation technique should be used to measure the quality attributes define previously. This may be reflect the impossibility to reject the Ho'' for SCETM II. On the other words, as high is the SCETM level considered more is the knowledge of the evaluation team in specific techniques presented on the market in order to evaluate the quality attribute defined.
o Difficulties in the Execute the Evaluation activity. According to the subjects, they don´t have any difficulty during this activity because the whole process were very well documented and become easy to execute the activities planned before.
Among 24 steps from the component evaluation process, the subjects related difficult in only 4 steps, which means 16,6% of difficult during the whole process, and, in this way, the Ho''' was rejected.
Conclusion.
Even with the analysis not being conclusive, the experimental study indicates that the process allows to measure component quality. On the other hand, the aspects related to understanding (i.e. difficulties in activities of the process) needs to be reviewed and improved. However, with the results identified in the experiment, the values can be calibrated in a more accurate way. Nevertheless, most problems identified by the subjects in terms of difficulties are more related to the provided training than with the process itself. This is further discussed next, in the qualitative analysis.
Qualitative Analysis. After concluding the quantitative analysis for the experiment, the qualitative analysis was performed. This analysis is based on the answers defined for the questionnaires.
• Usefulness of the Process. All the subjects reported that the process was useful to perform the component quality evaluation. However, all subjects indicated some improvements in both activities of the process which should be carefully considered and reviewed in order to improve the process proposed.
• Quality of the Material. Only one subject considered the training insufficient for applying the process. However, all subjects consider very important the background obtained from the lectures related to software component quality, software component evaluation, testing and inspection. Still on, all subjects also complained about the lack of more examples to clarify the different activities of the process, such as the selection of the quality attributes, the use of the punctuation level and evaluation techniques/tools selection. Some of these aspects were only related to the background to use the process, but some issues have influenced on the difficulty of use, as demonstrated in the quantitative analysis.
Lessons Learned
After concluding the experimental study, some aspects should be considered in order to repeat the experiment, since they were seen as limitations of the first execution.
Training. Besides the improvements related to the lectures the subjects highlighted that the training should include a complete and detailed example, covering the whole component evaluation process.
Questionnaires. The questionnaires should be reviewed in order to collect more precise data related to feedback and the process. Moreover, a possible improvement can be to collect it after the activities during the process usage avoiding losing useful information by the subjects.
Subjects Skill. The process does not define the skills necessary to each role in the process. Moreover, in this experiment, the roles were defined in an informal way, often allocating the subjects for the roles defined in their jobs. However, this issue should be reviewed in order to be more systematic and reduce risks.
Related Work
Some related works could be found in the literature and should be described.
In [13] , Meyer defines a direction, called "low road", which leads to the qualification of existing components (e.g. defining a component quality model, determining the main characteristics for the component to achieve a certain level of quality). Meyer was concerned in establishing the main requirements that a component must have, in crescent order of importance. Meyer's intention is to define a component quality model, in order to provide a certification service for existing components -COM, EJB, .NET, OO libraries. This model contains five categories with certain properties in each of these categories. Once all properties in one category are achieved, the component obtains a certain quality level. The component characteristics of this model were defined through the experiences of the Meyer's research group in component technology and in CBSD.
Another work accomplished in 2007, Andreou & Tziakouris [16] proposed a quality framework for developing and evaluating original components, along with an application methodology that facilitates their evaluation. The framework was based on the ISO/IEC 9126 quality model which is modified and refined in order to reflect better the notion of original components. The quality model introduced can be tailored according to the organization and the domain needs of the targeted component.
At least, in 2008, Choi et al. [17] proposed an in-house Component Quality Model which includes metrics for component quality evaluation, tailoring guidelines for evaluations, and reporting formats of evaluations. The model proposed was based on ISO/IEC 9126 and Choi et al. have applied this Component Quality Model to embedded system development projects. The future works will tries to automate some quality characteristics through a set of tools developed in Samsung -Korea labs.
The works presented above were not evaluated neither in academic nor in industrial scenarios, becoming unknown the real efficiency to evaluate software components. The works considering only specific aspects of software component quality (i.e. some researchers works with component quality model, other works with specific kind of software component metrics, other works with component evaluation process, and so on) and don't provide detailed steps that should be carefully followed to accomplish the component evaluation. The works presented a high-level proposal and, in this way, it is very difficult to apply some of them because they don't provide a detailed description about that in order to facilitate its applicability.
Compared to the works described, the software component quality framework proposed here was developed in the context of a Brazilian software company and was applied, evaluated and tested in a university laboratory in order to evaluate its viability to measure software component quality. Thus, the framework can become efficient to solve the necessities of the component market [6] . Moreover, the framework is composed of four modules that complement each other in the effort to evaluate the component quality level. The steps that should be followed are carefully described in order to facilitate the execution of the process by the evaluation team. The CQM was based on the SQuaRE project (an evolution of the ISO/IEC 9126) and the SCETM is the one of the first proposal model, in literature about evaluation techniques for software components.
Concluding Remarks and Future Directions
The growing use of commercial products in large systems makes evaluation and selection of appropriate products an increasingly essential activity. However, many organizations struggle in their attempts to select an appropriate product for use in ComponentBased Software Development (CBSD), which is being used in a wide variety of application areas and the correct operations of the components are often critical for business success and, in some cases, human safety. In this way, assessment and evaluation of software components has become a compulsory and crucial part of any CBSD lifecycle. A risk of selecting a product with unknown quality properties is no longer acceptable and, when happened, may cause catastrophic results [4] . Thus, the software components quality evaluation has become an essential activity in order to bring reliability in (re)using software components.
In this sense, in order to properly enable the evaluation of software components, supplying the real necessities of the software component markets, a Software Component Quality Framework is strictly necessary. Thus, this paper presented the whole framework and its related-modules: the Component Quality Model (CQM), the Evaluation Techniques Framework represented by the Software Component Evaluation Techniques Model (SCETM), the Metrics Framework and the Component Evaluation Process. An experimental study was also defined, planned, operated, analyzed and interpreted in order to evaluate the viability of the component evaluation process.
The main goal of this research is to demonstrate that component evaluation is not only possible and practically viable, but also directly applicable in the software industry. In this way, some evaluations have been envisioned in conjunction to the industry for acquiring trust and maturation to the proposed software component quality framework.
As future work, we intend to develop a tool that supports the whole software component quality framework activities once there is a lot of information produced during the evaluation process that could be missed without a tool support.
